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ABSTRACT Enhancing security, privacy, and interoperability of biometric networks and protocols has

been a challenge for many research works for many years. The several proposed approaches still need to

integrate these three characteristics while showing security evidence for biometric applications. Therefore,

this paper proposes a probabilistic scheme to encrypt biometric database indexes and a novel approach to

interoperability among systems interchanging biometric characteristics, thus enhancing the IEEE Biometric

Open Protocol Standard (BOPS). We highlight two meaningful improvements in our research when

compared to related works. The first one comes from the proposed cryptographic techniques and network

schemes. It implies a negligible probability for known attacks to be successful against the proposal, due

to its semantic security evidence, as well as the difficulties that it imposes to the attacks, given the high

complexity barriers that are unfeasible for the attacker to break in polynomial time, including the modified

initialization vector and the nonce for the encryption algorithm. The second improvement comprises the new

integrity and control procedures for biometric identification requests that boost the IEEE BOPS’ reliability

and contribute to interoperability purposes. The security analysis, proofs, and results demonstrate that the

new proposed biometric network is faultless regarding integrity and interoperability while preserving the

anonymity of persons whose biometric data is exchanged in the network and stored in the related databases.

INDEX TERMS Biometric, communication protocol, encryption, interoperability, privacy, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
ECURITY, privacy, and interoperability are three chal-

lenging biometric networks goals. Biometric Service

Providers (BSP), which are the entities that provide biometric

services on the network, are used by government services,

banks, trade associations, and health departments, among

other areas [1]. In this scenario, a sector uses different tech-

nological systems without a security and privacy interaction

between the data or otherwise uses the same technique. Also,

insecure and compromised biometric networks and databases

can irreversibly lead to identity theft, unless they are properly

security proof. In light of growing privacy concerns with re-

gard to data usage, countries enacted laws to protect personal

data by imposing solutions to mitigate the problem of attacks

and data leaks [2], [3].

For many years, the main approach adopted to ensure

biometric networks’ security and privacy was applying bio-

metric template techniques [1], [4]–[8]. The work of Ross

et al. [9] pushes a lot of achievements to deal with template

protection using biometric cryptosystems [10]–[17] and can-

celable biometric (feature transformations) [18]–[21]. Some

of these works also address authentication, network security,
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privacy data, and processing power. Unfortunately, some of

them also have a few drawbacks [22]–[27]. Moreover, even

with the guidelines of the IEEE Biometric Open Protocol

Standard (IEEE BOPS) [28], it is not possible to use each

of these schemes in different biometric databases and make

them communicate in a way that is reasonably security proof

and does not compromise a person’s privacy. In addition,

IEEE BOPS does not have a message exchange that allows an

integrity check of transactions within the biometric network.

The problem then lies in enabling different biometric net-

works to communicate, with integrity, while ensuring indi-

vidual data security and privacy. This proposed work resolves

this problem by taking the following measures: introducing

a probabilistic encryption scheme, conducting complete se-

curity analysis and evaluation, and establishing a set of new

and complete communication protocols to improve the IEEE

BOPS framework. The evidence shows that it is not feasible

for the cryptographic techniques used to encrypt all the

records in the BSP network and databases to be broken down

in polynomial time and still preserve a person’s anonymity.

This research also compares other biometric cryptosystems

and feature transformation methods with the IEEE BOPS

framework, and this shows the innovative aspects of this

paper more clearly. The contributions of this work are sum-

marized as follows:

(1) A probabilistic encrypted index scheme to address data

security and privacy.

(2) Using contribution (1), a new API to improve the

workflow of IEEE BOPS [28], by enhancing the integrity and

control of the exchanged data.

The first contribution runs an algorithm that creates an

anonymous index called IDN. It uses a secret key (k), unique

social identification of a citizen (CPF), and a Time Code

Number (TCN). The IDN uses the AES-256-CBC encryption

scheme [29], slightly modified by a random, secure, and local

initialization vector (iv) and a nonce parameters. Using

their own certified Federal Information Processing Standard

(FIPS) [30] HSM, embedded in an audit environment, the

different accredited BSP in the network can calculate and

verify the same IDN string that represents the holder (CPF)

of that biometrics unequivocally, without exchange iv or

the nonce. The algorithm’s goal is to ensure any person’s

anonymity with secure evidence, including semantic security,

given by the probabilistic outcomes that prove and maintain

this condition.

Our second contribution creates a new interoperability

protocol to improve the IEEE BOPS API. The new proposal

creates an API based on HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure

(HTTPS) [31], and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [32]

messages. The new API ensures interoperability and integrity

between the biometric systems by exchanging the index

(IDN). It is important to notice that IDN, within the network

exchange and the databases, is not decrypted anytime. The

security evidence of the network procedures and results

proves that the protocol is secure enough to interoperate any

biometric package within the BSP.

The rest of this paper has the following parts. Section

II discusses the related works more comprehensively and

examines aspects of security, privacy, and interoperability.

We put forward the new scheme in Section III. In Sections IV

and V, we conduct a security analysis and show the results of

a running instance of the established framework. Finally, in

Section VI, we summarize our paper’s conclusions and make

recommendations for future work.

II. RELATED WORK
Several studies currently investigate the security, privacy, and

interoperability of biometric records. We will comment on

some techniques that can enhance biometric protection, but

to the best of our knowledge, none of them has been able to

integrate security proofs, privacy, and interoperability simul-

taneously, as is the case with this research. Demonstrating

how this problem of biometric data leakage is an issue in a

given population, research conducted by Li and Zhang [33]

showed that almost 80% of the participants were afraid that

personal biometric information is liable to be stolen after

being used in verification applications. Only 17% thought

the verification carried out in the banking application was

safe. About interoperability, some reasonable attempts at

standardization have already been made [28], [34], and, as

a further contribution made by our work, we will suggest a

means of improving the IEEE BOPS framework.

A. SECURITY AND PRIVACY FEATURES

Some factors need to be taken into account when seeking to

make biometrics networks and databases secure and ensure

data privacy. The work on differential privacy carried out by

Dwork [34] showed that there is a great deal of auxiliary

information that an attacker can obtain without accessing

the database. Thus, it is essential to narrow down our un-

derstanding of what research is required to establish security

and privacy. Our work is clear about these goals, i.e., it is

to enhance data security and privacy within the parameters

of the biometric network and database, using cryptographic

techniques based on security evidence.

B. BIOMETRIC SECURITY AND PRIVACY WORKS

Parts I and II from Lai et al. [16], [17] set out some fun-

damental theories. The authors describe the trade-off among

security, privacy, and key protection in any biometric (tem-

plate) security system when a single-use case of biometrics

and when facing the reuse of the same biometric information

in multiple locations. The works deal with specifics biometric

measurements for different approaches when generating the

key in biometric authentication systems: (a) non-randomized

approach; (b) randomized approach.

Nagar et al. [15] proposes a feature-level fusion frame-

work. It bases on a transformation embedded algorithm

which makes a biometric feature xm into a new binary or

commitment/vault representation zm, a fused module that

combines homogeneous biometrics and a biometric cryp-

tosystem that generates a secure sketch in the enrollment
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procedures. The proposed work presents some security anal-

ysis for the created biometric template and improving perfor-

mance.

The work of Nassir and Perumal [14] uses the user ID and

password with the biometric data extracted, converted to dec-

imal numbers. When using symmetric and RSA algorithms,

the work encrypts and signs the data into one package. At

the database, they decrypted this packet for decision analy-

sis. The work shows some performance evaluation without

security analysis.

Rathgeb et al. [20] work proposes a Bloom filter-based

transforms to protect templates in face and iris samples.

It builds two matrices arranged in two-dimensional binary

code, divided into blocks of equal size consisting of wF (wI)
bits. The transform h applies to map the binary column to

its equivalent decimal value, which locations were within

the Bloom filters. A hash function applies leading face and

iris to had the same transform length, and, in the last step,

the transformed face and iris are bit-wise fused to improve

privacy.

The paper from Kumar and Kumar [12] proposes a mul-

timodal biometric cryptosystem based on two modes: (a)

feature-mode; (b) decision-mode. The construction consists

of three phases, i.e., a Bose Chaudhuri Hocquenghem (BCH)

applied in the biometrics, creating parity-code, a locking

stage hash-code computation performed on the biometric

modalities, and the unlock stage where the parity-code

regenerates using XOR-coding. The experimental analysis

confirms the superiority of multimodal cryptosystems and

decision-level fusion.

Li et al. [13] describes a new security analysis, proposing a

multibiometric construction by using a fingerprint to encrypt

the key. By combining information-theory and security, the

work uses triangulations, features extraction, and two levels

of encryption, one with hash functions and fuzzy vaults

to bind the transformed fingerprint template and the other

with Shamir’s secret sharing scheme to split and store the

hash values. A decision-level fused obtains the identity of a

sample.

Kaur and Sofat [35] fuzzy vault work incorporates a fuzzy

vault multimodal biometric template approach. The fuzzy

vault is a combination of extracted minutia points fingerprint

and face using crossing number and principle component

analysis, where the fused is the input vault, for encoding,

and Lagrange interpolation to recover the vault key, for

decoding. The proposed scheme shows that the approach

yielded satisfactory performance and provides the claimed

security.

Zhou and Ren [11] work proposes a Threshold Predicate

Encryption (TPE) using a functional encryption scheme. An

encrypted plaintext and a secret key associate with a vector,

using Inner Product Encryption and Predicate Encryption

instances that leave the decryption a function value and not

the plaintext anymore. No sensitive information about the

vectors could not be passive or active attacks.

Toli and Preneel [10] work uses a pseudo-identity au-

thentication recorder of a bank’s client. With a client’s PIN

code, the device encrypts and stores the package, discarding

the biometrics and the PIN. For security requirements, the

proposal uses ISO biometric, financial, and cryptographic

device standards.

Kaur and Khanna [18] proposes a random distance

method. Considering the multimodal cancelable biometric

template approach, it generates a discriminative and privacy-

preserving revocable pseudo-biometric identities. According

to the user secrecy, the method mapped, on the Cartesian

space, biometrics features, and calculates the distance for

some points. The security analysis presents some resistance

to known attacks.

C. THE IEEE BOPS FRAMEWORK

The ANSI/NIST packages [36], and IEEE BOPS API [28]

reference the interoperability of components within different

biometric systems. It should be noted that there are studies

that attempt to establish interoperability mechanisms, such

as Tolosana et al. [37] and Mason et al. [38]. However, no

comparative study will be made of them in this paper because

they are only concerned with biometric devices and data,

but not all the transaction workflow. We describe the IEEE

BOPS, owing to the improvement made by our scheme to

this framework.

The IEEE BOPS assures multilevel access control, identity

claim, auditing process, and enables interoperability inde-

pendent of the underlying system. The proposed architecture

is built for pluggable components using neutral languages,

such as Representational State Transfer (REST), JSON, and

Transport Layer Security/Secure Sockets Layer (TLS/SSL)

[28], providing a client/server communication interface. The

BOPS mechanism includes software, a trusted BOPS Server,

and Intrusion Detection System. The BOPS uses an API for

interoperability purposes that will be the subject of this paper.

Sections 6 through 9 of the IEEE BOPS document describe

the interoperability considerations, including the API format.

The API runs a 2-way SSL certificate dealing with replay

attacks, controls the authentication procedures, and JSON

messages among the BOPS server and the client device. It

creates five types of procedures (Assertion, Role Gathering,

Multi-Level Access Control, Assurance, and Auditing) that

hold the communication by a triple association of user,

device, and session.

The API starts with a JSON error code message for con-

nection calls. Afterward, the BOPS documentation describes

JSON messages about initial setup, devices, and session

authentication - by certificate exchange -, and communica-

tion security, including a “QROpportunity” that identifies

the client application. The Role Gathering part includes a

descriptive flow of input and output parameters about the

session’s construction, creation, status, data, and termination.

Between the status and data session is where biometrics are

enrolled and sent to the network. The control mechanism trig-

gers a binary response for the “JSONObject”, that includes,
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Figure 1. The implemented architecture.

or not, the data returned related to the security connection

issue. Finally, the API proposes an assurance and auditing

JSON messages for group actions (read/write) on any set of

data.

Although BOPS deals with details on security and authen-

tication, the problem lies in the fact that IEEE BOPS has

no effective integrity mechanism i.e., between the status and

data session in the Role Gathering. The multi-level control

does not offer acknowledged messages about the object of

biometric transactions. It does not include dealing with the

pending operations, time-out, or bad connection recovery

among systems for the biometric identification procedure.

Our research uses the ANSI/NIST package and proposes an

integrity subsection in the API documentation, improving

IEEE BOPS.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we outline the following:

• The probabilistic encrypted IDN scheme.

• How the secret key is protected.

• The proposal to insert a subsection in the IEEE BOPS

API documentation.

• An extensive comparison of our work and others regard-

ing security, privacy, and interoperability.

Figure 1 represents the implemented architecture. It shows

that the IDN algorithm runs on the HSM of each BSP, after

the enrollment process. That same HSM is where the secret

key is protected. It also presents the interoperability calls that

occur between BSP, and, as will be shown, it can be within

the IEEE BOPS documentation.

A. THE IDN

The IDN generation scheme, shown in Algorithm 1, uses the

social number CPF, the Time Code Number TCN, and the

secret key k, as follows:

• The CPF is expanded by concatenation by itself until it

gets a 256-bit length;

• The iv parameter is calculated by concatenation of k

and CPF expanded, resulting 512-bit string called y;

then, we get x by applying x = SHA256(y), a 256-bit

string; after, we divide x in two halves, letting a be the

Algorithm 1: IDN algorithm

Data: CPF, k, TCN

Result: IDN

Read the value of k;

Read the value of CPF;

Read the value of TCN;

k ∈ {0, 1}256;

CPF ∈ {0, 1}88;

TCN ∈ {0, 1}288;

xj is the jth-bit of x;

hj is the jth-bit of h;

vj is the jth-bit of v;

foreach CPF do

CPFEXT = CPF ||CPF ||CPF ∈ {0, 1}256

y = k||CPFEXT ∈ {0, 1}512

H
y
−→ x

a ∈ (x0, x1, ..., x127)
b ∈ (x128, x129, ..., x255)
iv = a⊕ b;
AES-256-CBC(CPF, iv, k)→ z
TCN ∈ (h0, h1, ..., h255)
u = k||TCN ∈ {0, 1}512

H
u
−→ v

c ∈ (v0, v1, ..., v127)
d ∈ (v128, v129, ..., v255)
nonce = c⊕ d
IDN = z ⊕ nonce

end foreach

Return IDN

first 128 bits and b the trailing ones; and finally iv =

a⊕b;

• The CPF is padded until it gets 128 bits and it is AES-

256-CBC encrypted using k, feasible to be calculated

for the BSP, but with a unknown iv for an adversary

A, as the iv is not transmitted over the network. This

yields z, an encrypted 128-bit string;

• The nonce parameter is calculated similarly as iv,

i.e., the TCN is shrunken for 256-bit string, then con-

catenated with k, resulting 512-bit string called u; then,

we get v by applying v = SHA256(u), a 256-bit string;

after, we divide v in two halves, letting c be the first 128

bits and d the trailing ones; and finally nonce = c⊕d;

• At last, IDN = z⊕nonce, feasible for only the BSP

to reverse, finding the same z for any tuple IDN and

TCN, since IDN and TCN are the only parameters to be

exchanged in the network.

The same CPF, when enrolled at different times, it will

generate distinct IDN, because each transaction have a

different TCNi. However, the same CPF enrolled, e.g.,

at different times, resulting the tuples IDN1//TCN1 and

IDN2//TCN2, will generate the same z, as follows:

• Computes nonce with TCNi;

• Do IDNi ⊕ nonce resulting z.
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Algorithm 2: z algorithm

Data: IDNi, TCNi

Result: z

Read the value of IDNi;
Read the value of TCNi;
vj is the jth-bit of v;

foreach TCNi do

u = k||TCNi ∈ {0, 1}
512

H
u
−→ v

c ∈ (v0, v1, ..., v127)
d ∈ (v128, v129, ..., v255)
nonce = c⊕ d
z = IDNi ⊕NONCE

end foreach

Return z

Figure 2. Life-cycle and security of the secret key k.

Using Algortithm 2, if z is the same, e.g., for the stored tu-

ple IDN1//TCN1 and the incoming tuple IDN2//TCN2,

it means that it is the same CPF. Only the BSP that have

k, CPF and TCNi can reach the same z for the same CPF.

All those cryptographic calculations are done within the

cryptographic module of each BSP HSM.

B. SECRET KEY LIFE-CYCLE AND PROTECTION

We will describe how this proposal deals with the life-cycle

and protection of the secret key k. For generation purposes,

we create a 256-bit random k into an offline HSM. After

creating it, we export k by using RSA-OAEP encryption

operations, with the public keys (Kpu) of the BSP HSMs in

the network. This procedure produces only one cryptographic

envelope (Kpu(k)) per each BSP HSM, containing the secret

key k. Only the private key (Kpr) of each BSP can decrypt the

envelope (Kpr(Kpu(k))). The security of these operations it is

in section IV. Figure 2 shows the workflow of the life-cycle

of the k.

To export and import the secret k (Secret_2.key), we use

the following commands, shown via OpenSSL script, with

RSA-OAEP-2048-bit padding [39], [40]:

Input: “Certificate_from_BSP.cer”, “Secret_2.key”

Output: key.key

Initialization:

$ openssl x509 -pubkey -noout -in Certificate_from_BSP.cer

> HSM_.pub -inform DER;

$ openssl rsautl -oaep -encrypt -inkey HSM_.pub -pubin

-in Secret_2.key -out Key.key;

Input: “HSMprivate_.key”, “Key.key”

Output: Secret_2.key

Initialization:

$ openssl rsautl -oaep -decrypt -inkey HSMprivate_.key -

pubin -in Key.key -out Secret_2.key;

A local audit ceremony imports k into the BSP HSM with

the feature “non-exportable”. It is not possible, with this

procedure, to copy or export k. The FIPS test certification

requirements [30] guarantees this HSM non-exportable tool.

The conditions established in the FIPS tests documentation

also deal with HSM’s inviolability against penetration, side-

channel, physical, chemical, and other attacks. Indeed, one of

the premises is that a certified HSM by internationally recog-

nized mechanisms, e.g., FIPS, is necessary for our proposal.

All of these tools and procedures address the protection of

the secret key k from violations and attacks.

C. THE NEW PROPOSAL FOR IEEE BOPS API

DOCUMENTATION

In this subsection, we will describe the API created to

improve the proposal in the IEEE BOPS documentation.

As reported, the IEEE BOPS API, between “sessionstatus”

and “sessiondata”, does not have messages that guaran-

tee client/server biometric data transactions’ integrity. We

suggest inserting a subsection about “Integrity”, including

a session called “sessionIntegrity”, between “sessionstatus”

and “sessiondata”, in the Role Gathering procedure, consid-

ering the following commands. Our API has two different

approaches for HTTPS messages and five JSON transactions

that improve the IEEE BOPS framework. We are going to

describe each of them. Please refer to Appendix B for more

details about the new API.

1) HTTPS messages

We propose two different services for the suggested session

protocol, i.e., for the IEEE BOPS API Role Gathering part.

The first one is the HUB service that takes care of the

asynchronous transactions, i.e., biometric identifying (1:n),

or verifying (1:1) transactions between client and BSP or

BSP to other BSP. The second one is the Directory service

that takes care of the synchronous transactions, i.e., bad

connection responses, pending operations, time out, among

others.

The HUB service follows the asynchronous pattern, i.e.,

all responses must be returned by the HUB that received the

request when it has the available information. All requests

VOLUME 4, 2016 5
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transaction in HUB service must use the POST method, with

the ANSI/NIST biometric file in the request body, and must

contain the following headers:

NIST/XML: Content-Type: application/xml

NIST/binary Content-Type: application/

octet-stream

The Directory service follows the synchronous pat-

tern, i.e., all responses must be returned in the same re-

quest/response. A reliable source of time synchronizes BSPs.

All requests transaction in Directory service must use the

POST method, and must contain the following headers:

Accept: application/json

Content-Type: application/json

The response headers must contain the following parame-

ters:

Content-Type: application/json

In Section V we will show the HUB service and Directory

service working in the BSP network proposed for this work.

2) JSON messages
We will describe the JSON messages that create an integrity

mechanism in IEEE BOPS API documentation. As is done

in Section 9 of the IEEE BOPS, we will explain the integrity

mechanisms created, and, in the API shown in Appendix B,

we show the calls (request/response) in JSON. Figures 3 and

4 present the workflow for these messages in the network

proposed. Please refer to Appendix B for more details.

a. JSON pending operations listing transaction (Figure 3).

In case of an incident with a client or a BSP, e.g., time-

out, bad-connection, or maintenance, the transaction shows

a list of IDN and TCN (indexes created in this work, but

could be any other) that requires further processing that could

not be done on-line. After, the BSP requests the other to

resend the missing operation, only for IDNs that were not

locally processed. Hourly, the procedure sends a JSON type

to ensure that all processes have been executed, holding

integrity through the network.

b. JSON resend transaction (Figure 3).

After receiving the pending IDN list, the BSP asks what

operations should be performed. This JSON message assures

that the client or the BSP knows what was the missing

transaction and enforce to operate the task.

c. JSON z_query transaction

This transaction intends to ask if a z code, shown in Al-

gorithm 2, is registered within the BSP local and cache

database. As reported, the z parameter was created for this

work, but it could be any indexer on a biometric basis.

The same registered z is a JSON message response with a

TRUE|FALSE for existing or not. If z exists, it figures out

which fingerprints and face are registered (TRUE|FALSE),

along with the related IDNi and TCN_i.

Figure 3. Sequence of events to list pending operations between BSP.

Figure 4. IDE and change_status notification transactions.

d. JSON IDE transaction (Figure 4) A JSON message

allows clients and servers to perform an identification or

verification operation in the biometric network. Client to

BSP, or BPS to BSP, sends an IDE transaction. The IDE

transaction is the other (remote) entity’s command to begin

the identification or verification process. It has attached the

encrypted ANSI/NIST package that can only be opened by a

particular BSP, which has the corresponding private key for

additional security regarding the network. The response is a

VRE transaction with the value M or x.

e. JSON change status notification transaction (Figure 4).

It is an acknowledgment JSON message for the client or the

BSP, showing an identification process’s termination status.

For this proposal, it ensures that BSP can store the tuple IDN

and TCN, associated with the biometrics, in the database.

D. COMPARISON AMONG RELATED WORKS

Few techniques like our work refer to the security evidence

and anonymity of the index register into biometric databases.

In Table 1, we show an informative outline of the existing ap-

proaches. It is possible to realize that features transformations

and cryptographic techniques among biometrics systems are

not new. However, up to our best knowledge, it had not been

used to hold privacy with security evidence, and also, creat-

ing an interoperability protocol between different biometric

database systems.

IEEE BOPS framework does not have any JSON mes-

sages that allow the client device to know, with integrity

and possibility of recovery, the biometric transactions. Our

research, shown in Table 2, improves IEEE BOPS by con-

structing JSON messages that allow the interoperability and

integrity of biometric transactions, pointing out if one did not
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Table 1. Summary of related works compared to the proposed framework. Security, privacy and interoperability aspects were considered.

Works Security and privacy bio-
metric data approach

Security and privacy bio-
graphical data approach

Security against known at-
tacks

Interoperability

Lai et al. [16] YES NO YES NO
Lai et al. [17] YES NO YES NO
Nagar et al. [15] YES NO YES NO
Nassir and Perumal [14] YES YES NO NO
Rathgeb et al. [20] YES NO YES NO
Kumar and Kumar [12] YES NO YES NO
Li et al. [13] YES NO YES NO
Kaur and Sofat [35] YES NO NO NO
Zhou and Ren [11] YES NO YES NO
Toli and Preneel [10] YES YES NO NO
Kaur and Khanna [18] YES NO YES NO
Our proposed scheme YES YES YES YES

Table 2. Comparison among IEEE BOPS framework and our research.

Works Security channel API Interoperability Integrity Recovery

IEEE BOPPS [28] YES YES NO NO
Our proposed scheme YES YES YES YES

complete the purpose task. Also, it allows us to use the IDN

algorithm created, ensuring the anonymity of the records.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We divide this section into three areas of security analysis.

The first and the second are focused on cryptoanalysis,

mainly on the randomness of the secret key [41], semantic

security (SS) [42], forward by indistinguishability (IND)

notation security [43]. The third one is based on network

operations security. For the security definitions of this paper,

Non-malleability (NM) implies IND, but for adaptive Chosen

Ciphertext Attack (CCA2), IND also implies NM [43]. SS is

equivalent to IND in Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA) model

[42], but not in CCA models [43].

A. THE SECRET KEY IS RANDOM NUMBER

GENERATED

Lemma 1. The k is Random Number Generated [41].

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.

B. SS AND IND SECURITY

Definition 1 (CPF). The CPF is given by:

CPF = (d0; d1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d6; d7; d8; d9; d10),

where dn is a decimal digit that is represented by one octet

block. In the first eight positions of CPF, each octet block

has 4-bit entropy. The ninth represents a Brazilian state

position. The last two positions are checkers, completing

eleven digits, and are calculated according to the first nine

and ten, i.e., d9 = ((
∑

8

i=0
di ∗ (i + 1))mod11)mod10; and

d10 = (((
∑

9

i=0
di ∗ i)mod11)mod10.

Proposition 1. IDN is secure against Birthday Attack [44],

[45] and Biclique Attack [46] for any A.

Proof. Towards proving that our encrypted IDN scheme is

secure against the Birthday Attack and Biclique Attack, we

must explain the novel, random, and locally calculated iv

and nonce created. For iv, we begin concatenating the

88-bit CPF string until 256-bit length, with the 256-bit k,

resulting in a 512-bit length. We use the entropy of a uniform

random variable, independent SHA-256 to one way 256-bit

string, converging to a log
2
((1−1/e)×2256) entropy output

effort. For nonce we concatenate the 256-most valuable bits

TCN string with the secret k. We calculate the SHA-256 of

this concatenation, leading to a 256-bit length. We achieve

for nonce the same security level of the iv parameter.

The 128-bit CPF padded plaintext it is XOR-ed with a

128-bit random iv for every entrance, leading a random

blockCPF ∈128. Instead of rebooting the encrypted AES-

256-CBC with the previous outcome and an initialization

vector, we XOR-ed the block entrance of the AES-256-

CBC with a true 128-bit random, and local iv, derived

from known parameters (k and CPF) only for the accredited

BSP. This process leads our encryption scheme to a 256-bit

entropy effort. The nonce is XOR-ed with the outcome of

AES-256-CBC, resulting in IDN, leading a 128-bit entropy

effort.

A cannot has control of the input bits calculated by XOR-

ing the random iv, and also A cannot computes nonce pa-

rameter. The computational cost effort, for our IDN scheme,

to find a collision is approximately 2n/2, n = 256 (k-bit), for

birthday attacks. Moreover, the computational cost effort for

a biclique key recovery is over 2250-bit, under 14-rounds for

240 data, and a preimage attack, it is over 2120-bit, under 14-

rounds [46]–[48]. Therefore, this computational effort leads

to unfeasible known polynomial-time attacks between the

plaintext CPF to the encrypted IDN or IDN to CPF, holding

anonymity.
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Proposition 2. IDN is secure against Chosen Ciphertext

Attack - CCA - [49], Padding Oracle Attack - POA - [50],

and Chosen Plaintext Attack - CPA [49], for any A.

Proof. As definition, a well implemented AES-CBC is se-

curity against POA and CPA [49], [50], but not CCA, until

our research. For a general CCA, an adversary A sends

to the Oracle O a (m1,m2) plaintext block. After receiv-

ing Ci = (IV, (IV ⊕mi)), A sends O, C ′

i = (IV ⊕
t, (IV ⊕mi)) - t is a random string. By decrypting it, A
obtains ((IV ⊕mi)) ⊕ IV ⊕ t = mi ⊕ t. So, A calculates

(mi⊕ t)⊕ t that leads to mi. Now A can compare i with the

original messages. In our work, the iv and nonce param-

eters are not sent over the network. They work only within

the cryptographic module of the BSP HSM. Therefore, e.g.,

(iv⊕ t, AES-256-CBC(iv⊕CPF)) cannot be enforced by

A. The same approach can be done for nonce parameter.

The only information sent through the network (and stored in

the databases) is IDN ciphertext and TCN. The calculations

of iv and nonce in the IDN scheme are unfeasible for any

A.

Proposition 3. The proposed PKE is SS [51], forward by

PKE IND-CPA, IND-CCA, and IND-CCA2 notation [51],

against any adversary A.

Proof. The RSA-OAEP-2048-bit encryption scheme com-

putes s = (m||0k1) ⊕ G(r) and t = r ⊕ H(s), outputing

c = f(s, t), where r is a k-bit integer random generated, f is

a oneway trapdoor function of pk. The RSA-OAEP-2048-bit

decryption scheme computes (s, t) = g(c), where g is the

inverse of f using sk, r = t⊕H(s), M = s⊕G(r). For k1
LSB of M and n MSB of M , if [M ]k1

= 0k1 , PKE algorithm

returns [M ]n, otherwise “reject".

We use the RSA-OAEP-2048-bit padding encode frame-

work, for the message m, in the cryptographic module of the

HSM. Recovering a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, A must compute

r = Y ⊕H(X), H : {0, 1}k−k0 → {0, 1}k0 is the Random

Oracle (RO), Y = r ⊕ H(X), and X = G(r) ⊕ mpadded,

where G : {0, 1}k0 → {0, 1}k−k0 is a RO. The encode

framework gives RSA − OAEP (mb) = RSA(X||Y ),
where b ∈ {0, 1}. Because OAEP does include a uniform

random value in mpadded, A cannot recover X||Y , which

relies on the hardness of RSA-2048-bit problem [39]. A
cannot guess b and AdvA[(k)] is negligible for CPA.

Assuming that y∗ is a challenge ciphertext of mb, r∗

is a random integer and follows the same iteration of the

Oracle OAEP encryption. For a not queried s by the RO

H(s), we have a uniform random distribution of H(s), and

r = t ⊕ H(s). So, there is a tiny probability that t ⊕ H(s)
is queried by RO G or refers to r∗, leading to a random G(r)
and there is a minor probability that 0k1 is computed, leading

Oracle decryption rejects. By rejecting, A cannot combines

the Oracle lists for a preimage of y, indicating that RSA-

OAEP-2048-bit is IND-CPA, IND-CCA and also IND-CCA2

encryption scheme.

From the exposition, we can assume that our PKE is SS.

The difficulty of inverting the high exponents RSA function

and the RO security model, i.e., under the assumption that the

hash functions used in the scheme behave as RO, proves that

our PKE scheme is secure, considering the note found in RFC

8017 [39]. We use SHA-256 [52] for our proposed scheme.

Our RSA-OAEP-2048-bit implementation makes AdvA[(k)]
negligible.

Other significant attacks and methods must be considered.

For the AES-256-CBC algorithm, a related-key amplified

boomerang attack has 299.5-bit complexity, in 14 rounds

for 299.5 data [53]. The hardness of exploiting RSA-2048,

using index calculus Number Field Sieve (NFS), has a 2112

complexity [54], [55]. The offline and BSP HSMs implement

cryptographic calculations in a constant-time, with differen-

tial power analysis resistant cores and libraries embedded in a

secure cryptographic module, accredited with FIPS test suite

[30]. This approach avoids side-channels attacks, e.g., timing

attacks [26], [56], power analysis [57] and fault analysis [58].

C. NETWORK OPERATION SECURITY

We will comment on some possible attacks on devices and

networks, pointing out the countermeasures for each of them.

The wrapped k is imported in a local ceremony at the BSP’s

security environment. The offline HSM and BSP HSMs [30]

have a feature that does not allow any copy or misuse of

the non-exportable k. The root master administrator can only

create or destroy the logical-space into the slot but will never

gain the slot’s ownership. The BSP HSMs have other security

features embedded, e.g, multiple level authentication, split

access among operators, Intrusion Detection System (IDS),

non-physical, mechanical, chemical violability, and Struc-

tured Query Language (SQL) injection protection [30], [59].

Mutually authenticated channels for all communication is

done using a TLS/SSL (RSA-2048-bit) [60]. By a signed

trusted biometric service list, each accredited BSP IP and

URL end-points are informed. There are dedicated firewalls

that only set the route IP of each BSP. The biometric

ANSI/NIST packages have the name of the issuing and the

destination BSP. All names are retrieved from the certificate

embedded in the trusted list. In addition to every network

part mentioned, BSP uses time synchronization with a reli-

able time source with a timestamp for transaction exchange.

From this exposure, replays attacks [61] and Distributed DoS

attacks [62] can be mitigated.

V. RESULTS

We show the security evaluation of our work against known

attacks and demonstrate the IDN scheme calculations. Fi-

nally, we present the new interoperability communication

protocol, with the built API, working for an identification

purpose (IDE) and the respective performance. All results

were obtained using data acquired from the operating BSP

network.
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A. SECURITY EVALUATION

Table 3 shows security evaluation of our proposed scheme.

Based on Section IV, we show the complexity, the unfeasible

mathematical approach, and the method applied for a negli-

gible probability for each known attack.

Our work’s main cryptographic contribution is the ran-

domly calculated iv and nonce parameters. The iv and

nonce have 128-bit length, and they are not sent through the

network, working locally and re-calculated for each entrance.

Consequently, A cannot predict, compute, or enforce in a

polynomial-time the iv and nonce, thus repealing signif-

icant attacks against the IDN proposed scheme, including

CCA against AES-256-CBC. The complexity of breaking the

proposed encrypted IDN is not feasible in a polynomial-time

attack. OAEP implementation’s complexity relies on finding

a collision in the RO ← SHA-256 and in the hardness of

breaking RSA-2048-bit. All storage and calculus are done

in an accredited HSM that generates random k, applying

side-channels countermeasures, with a non-exportable asset

feature. The main result of our scheme is the enhanced

security and privacy of biometric network and databases.

For network operation, ensuring the interoperability pro-

tocol, known practices have been implemented to repeal at-

tacks. Mutually SSL communication channels with a signed

BSP Trusted Certificate List, IPsec protocols, dedicated

IP/URL endpoints, synchronized BSP, and timestamp mes-

sage are some methods that can mitigate, e.g., Distributed

Denial of Service (DDoS) and replay attacks.

B. THE IDN

The IDN (an OpenSSL script):

Input: “CPF”, “TCN”, “Key.key”

Output: IDN

Initialization:

read CPF

read TCN

CPFhex=$(echo -n $CPF | xxd -p)

CPFEXT=“$CPFhex$CPFhex$CPFhex”

CPFEXT=“${CPFEXT:0:64}”

K=“$(echo $(hexdump -v -e ’/1 “%02X” ’ < Key.key))”

KCPF=“$K$CPFEXT”

KCPF=“${KCPF:0:128}”

shaX=$(echo -n $KCPF | xxd -p -r | sha256sum | cut -d ’

’ -f 1)

A=“${shaX:0:32}”

B=“${shaX:32:32}”

IV = “”

for ((i=0; i < ${#A}; i+=2 ))

do

Ai = $((16#${A:$i:2}))

Bi = $((16#${B:$i:2}))

xorAB = $(( Ai ^ Bi))

tmp = $(printf ’%02x’ $xorAB)

IV = “${IV}${tmp}”

done

lData=${#CPFhex}

lPadding=$(( (32 - $lData)/2 ))

blockCPF=“${CPFhex}”

tmp=$(printf ’%02x’ $lPadding)

for ((i=0; i < $lPadding; i++ ))

do

blockCPF=“${blockCPF}${tmp}"

done

z=$(echo -n $blockCPF | xxd -p -r | openssl enc -nopad -e

-a -nosalt -aes-256-cbc -K $K -iv $IV)

TCNhex=$(echo -n $TCN | xxd -p)

TCNEXT="${TCNEXT:0:64}"

KTCN="$K$TCNEXT"

KTCN="${KTCN:0:128}"

shaT=$(echo -n $KTCN | xxd -p -r | sha256sum | cut -d ’

’ -f 1)

C="${shaT:0:32}"

D="${shaT:32:32}"

NONCE=""

for ((i=0; i < ${#A}; i+=2 ))

do

Ci=$(( 16#$C:$i:2 ))

Di=$(( 16#$D:$i:2 ))

xorCD=$(( Ci ^ Di ))

tmpnonce=$(printf ’%02x’ $xorCD)

NONCE="${NONCE}${tmpnonce}"

done

IDN=""

for ((i=0; i < ${#A}; i+=2 ))

do

zi=$(( 16#${z:$i:2} ))

NONCEi=$(( 16#${NONCE:$i:2} ))

xorzNONCE=$(( zi ^ NONCEi ))

tmpidn=$(printf ’%02x’ $xorzNONCE)

IDN="${IDN}${tmpidn}"

done

Table 4 shows the IDN calculations for the proposed

scheme created. Those are made, following the script, by

using a possible (hypothetical) CPF and TCN, with a test key

k, generated from the offline HSM, for experimental purpose.

According to the results, iv, nonce, z, and IDN cannot be

calculated without the knowledge of k, associated with CPF

and TCN, i.e., only BSP in the network are able to generate

z for the same plaintext CPF. In the next subsection, we will

show a real CPF, shown as IDN, in this operation biometric

network.

C. THE NEW INTEROPERABILITY COMMUNICATION

PROTOCOL

We present the results for the new interoperability com-

munication protocol proposed. The logging trail was

extracted from BSP1, showing communication between

Network 1 (BSP1) and Network 2 (BSP2), with a

real and irreversible IDN. The pending_operation,

operation_resend, z_query and an IDE transactions
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Table 3. Security Evaluation.

Attacks Complexity Probability Applied Method

Birthday 2256/2 Pr ≥ 0.5 IDN algorithm 1

Related-Key
Boomerang

299.5 Pr = 1 AES-256-CBC

Biclique ∼ 2254; ∼ 2126 Pr = 1; Pr = 0.63 AES-256-CBC

CCA 2128 Pr = 1 IDN algorithm 1

POA 2128 Pr = 1 OTP (iv)⊕ P laintext(CPF)
CPA 2128 Pr = 1 AES-256-CBC, with non-predictable and random iv;

the resulting AES-256-CBC is XOR-ed with non-
predictable and random nonce

IND-CPA 2log2((1−1/e)×2256);
2112

Pr ≥ 0.5; Pr = 1;
Adv

f
A1,2

[(k)] ∼ negligible
RO← SHA-256; RSA-OAEP-2048

IND-CCA1 2log2((1−1/e)×2256);
2112

Pr ≥ 0.5; Pr = 1;
Adv

f
A1,2

[(k)] ∼ negligible
RO← SHA-256; RSA-OAEP-2048

IND-CCA2 2log2((1−1/e)×2256);
2112

Pr ≥ 0.5; Pr = 1;
Adv

f
A1,2

[(k)] ∼ negligible
RO← SHA-256; RSA-OAEP-2048

NFS 2112 Pr = 1 RSA-2048

Timming - negligible Constant-time
Power Analysis - negligible DPA resistant cores and libraries
Fault Analysis - negligible Fault Injection Prevention; Hardware and Time Redun-

dancy; Operation Hiding; Blinding Infection; Protocol
Protection

(D)DoS - negligible Mutualy SSL; IPsec; IDS; Known BSP IP and URL
Replay - negligible Time Anchor and Timestamp messages

Table 4. Construction of IDN.

Parameter Values and Results

k c2ec8d17c0ef9147af75814255513e56d27231fc73fdd27048240414fbbaa154
CPF 12345678901
TCN 3E59C8E1-F3D2-4F14-B03A-EA45EEF22627

CPFEXT 3132333435363738393031313233343536373839303131323334353637383930
K||CPFEXT c2ec8d17c0ef9147af75814255513e56d27231fc73fdd27048240414fbbaa154313233343536373839303131323334353637

3839303131323334353637383930
SHA256 (K||CPFEXT) 0f1d397e009f0f4813b953d5a7688a1f14606ad021d940a6c8ca97619ed2c042
A 0f1d397e009f0f4813b953d5a7688a1f
B 14606ad021d940a6c8ca97619ed2c042
iv 1b7d53ae21464feedb73c4b439ba4a5d

CPF Block 31323334353637383930310505050505 (padding)
ID c162acd5c93b74e44f35af583d15f497

TCNEXT 33453539433845312D463344322D344631342D423033412D4541343545454632
K||TCNEXT c2ec8d17c0ef9147af75814255513e56d27231fc73fdd27048240414fbbaa15433453539433845312D463344322D34463134

2D423033412D454134354545463
SHA256 (K||TCNEXT) e3b0c44298fc1c149afbf4c8996fb92427ae41e4649b934ca495991b7852b855
C e3b0c44298fc1c149afbf4c8996fb924
D 27ae41e4649b934ca495991b7852b855
nonce c41e85a6fc678f583e6e6dd3e13d0171

IDN 057c2973355cfbbc715bc28bdc28f5e6
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with a change_status messages are shown.

[DIR:RECEIVED] FROM=BSP2; REQUEST=

{"requestType":"pending_operations"}

[DIR:SENT] TO=BSP2; RESULT=

{"pendingOperationsList":[{

"operationType":"1_n_queue",

"idnList":[{"idn":

"10d548f2fe7559d0a3162bc3db992ff2",

"tcn":0BB79BA3-2911-4297-9758-10E0

BF975002"}]}]}

[DIR:RECEIVED] FROM=BSP2; REQUEST=

{"requestType":"operation_resend","idn":

"10d548f2fe7559d0a3162bc3db992ff2",

"tcn":"0BB79BA3-2911-4297-9758-10E0BF97

5002"}

[DIR:SENT] TO=BSP2;RESULT=

{"response":‘‘IDE","idn":

"10d548f2fe7559d0a3162bc3db992ff2",

"tcn":"0BB79BA3-2911-4297-9758-10E0BF97

5002"}

The pending_operation mechanism ensures that ev-

ery BSP processes all data. By requesting it, the BSP 2

received from BSP 1 all the tuple IDN and TCN that were not

processed. This command allows the network to be righteous,

i.e., without any missing identification processes. After, the

BSP 2, which requested the pending_operation and

received the IDN list, sent a operation_resend, that

ensures BSP 1 that BSP 2 is ready to process the miss-

ing transactions. Immediately after indicating that BSP 2 is

ready, the designated BSP 1 sent the IDE transactions.

[HUB:SENT] TO=BSP2;

REQUEST={"requestType":"z_query",

"idn":"66f5a1b3282da4ac74aabf28

112c240a","tcn":"0C490874-B4F5-

46ED-B9CB-BEB8E6F71081"}

[HUB:RECEIVED] FROM=BSP2;RESULT=

{‘‘exists":‘‘FALSE","idn":"66f5a1b3

282da4ac74aabf28112c240a",

"tcn":"0C490874-B4F5-46ED-B9CB

-BEB8E6F71081"

[HUB:SENT] TO=BSP2;TRANSACTION=

{"transaction-type":"IDE","idn":

"66f5a1b3282da4ac74aabf28112c240a",

"tcn":"0C490874-B4F5-46ED-B9CB

-BEB8E6F71081","timestamp":

"1575288144418"}

[HUB:RECEIVED] FROM=BSP2;TRANSACTION=

{"transaction-type":"VRE","idn":

Table 5. Principals’ component settings.

Component BSP 1 BSP 2

HSM ASI-HSM
AHX5 KNET
Cryptographic
Module

ASI-HSM
AHX5 KNET
Cryptographic
Module

HUB/Directory Ser-

vice O.S.
Linux Ubuntu 18.04 Linux CentOS 7

HUB/Directory Ser-

vice Processors
Intel(R) Xeon (R)
E5 - 2699

Intel(R) Xeon (R)
E5-2650

Database MongoDB Apache Hbase
Link capacity 500/500 Mbps 500/500 Mbps

"66f5a1b3282da4ac74aabf28112c240a",

"tcn":"02FA798D-D81F-43DB-9E44-32489

389C470","timestamp":"1575288144418",

"reference-tcn":"0C490874-B4F5-46ED

-B9CB-BEB8E6F71081","srf":"X"}

[HUB:SENT] TO=BSP2;REQUEST=

{"requestType":"change_status","idn":

"66f5a1b3282da4ac74aabf28112c240a";

"tcn":"0C490874-B4F5-46ED-B9CB-BEB8E6

F71081"}

After running the local process, BSP 1 requests an IDE for

the IDN “66f5a1..." to BSP 2. The BSP 2 responded a VRE

with X value, i.e., no biometrics were found in the biometric

database. The BSP 1 sent a change_status acknowledge

message, completing the registration process, and BSP 2 can

store in its cache database. Every IDE request has attached

the encrypted ANSI/NIST package with the biometrics cor-

responding to each IDN. Only the private key of each BSP

can open the package and perform biometric identification

processes. These results prove that the proposed scheme is

secure, viable, and could be incorporated into IEEE BOPS to

have biometric network flow integrity mechanisms.

D. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME

We will comment on the performance of the proposed

scheme. For this work, performance is the efficiency of the

network in processing online transactions. The results are

from a running instance between BSP 1 and BSP 2. First, in

Table 5, we show the principals’ components’ settings used

for this work. Then the HSM encrypts/decrypts capacity.

Finally, we show the IDE and pending_operations

numbers per day, running the API proposed over a week.

The method applied to measure performance was to check

how many IDE transactions BSP 1 sent and how many

pending_operations transactions BSP 2 had per day. It

means BSP 2’s ability to process demand transactions within

the scope of this paper.

The HSM performs a Conditional Self-Tests during its

operation, according to FIPS. The nominal number to estab-

lish the script with AES-256-bits is over 1.000 per second.

This performance is much higher than when the transactions
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are carried out by the proposed network. As will be shown,

the HSM encryption capacity, using the suggested OpenSSL

script, is much greater than the network’s ability to send and

receive transactions.
We measured the overall performance of the network for a

week regarding IDE and pending_operations transac-

tions. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 we show the results:

Figure 5. 1: IDE over a week.

Figure 6. BSP 2: pending_operation over a week.

The BSP 1 sent an average of 14,389 IDE transactions

per day and received from BSP 2 an average of 4,284 for

the same JSON requests. The pending_operations that

BSP 2 requests for BSP 1 have an average of 266 transac-

tions per day. The proposed scheme’s performance, given by
numberofpending_operations

numberofIDE , is approximately 98,15%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Security, privacy, and interoperability should be the main

requirements of all implemented biometric networks. Bio-

metric databases that communicate, or intend to do so,

cannot guarantee a person’s anonymity and yet complete

the necessary processes to reliably identify an individual.

Operating the systems under these circumstances leads to

privacy and security failures, and this situation has to be

changed. Besides, in light of recognition systems’ interoper-

ability based on different technological frameworks, no com-

munication protocol fulfills the requirements for exchanging

biometric data through the networks anonymously with a

method that ensures transactions’ integrity. We put forward

a novel scheme that guarantees everyone’s anonymity within

the biometric databases and still allows them to communicate

securely by following all the identification procedures. A

probabilistic encryption scheme and a new communication

protocol were used to achieve privacy, together with se-

curity evidence and interoperability to ensure the integrity

of messages sent between biometric networks. We success-

fully produced an anonymous index for all the databases

representing only one person for the same input data and

secret key among the systems. However, we believe that the

IEEE BOPS standard can be improved by establishing an

additional framework for JSON messages between systems,

including a way for networks to maintain their operations

regardless of contingencies. In future work, it should be

possible to expand the communication protocol for updated

biometric packages. Moreover, the IDN algorithm that was

created can provide security, privacy, and interoperability for

general purposes, e.g., for any communication network or

database segmentation, particularly those that use encryption

schemes, like 5G security architecture. This future work will

be a logical outcome of the contributions we have made to

the new interoperability protocol, which involves sharing an

encrypted index, enhancing security, and ensuring privacy for

the biometric network.

.

APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
In order to perform formal analysis automatically of keys that

are generated by the offline HSM, we used the NIST test suite

[41]. We compiled the “make iid" and “make non_iid" tests

using the “libdivsufsort-dev / libbz2-dev" dependencies, with

a Ubuntu 18.04 operation system, with the following results:

NIST IID test

./ea_iid -i keys.bin

Calculating baseline statistics...

H_original: 7.886548

H_bitstring: 0.998301

min(H_original, 8 X H_bitstring):

7.886548

** Passed chi square tests

** Passed length of longest

repeated substring test

Beginning initial tests...

Beginning permutation tests... these

may take some time

** Passed IID permutation tests

NIST Non-IID test

./ea_non_iid -i keys.bin

Running non-IID tests...

Running Most Common Value Estimate...

Running Entropic Statistic Estimates
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(bit strings only)...

Running Tuple Estimates...

Running Predictor Estimates...

H_original: 7.718814

H_bitstring: 0.932005

min(H_original, 8 X H_bitstring):

7.456043

This result proves that the official NIST test suite approves

the randomness of the keys (k) that are generated from the

proposed scheme.

APPENDIX B API
We present the API code that can be emerged in IEEE

BOPS. Each step determines which type of call is required

in requests and responses for integrity purposes.

swagger: "2.0"

info:

description: "API"

version: "1.0.0"

title: ""

contact:

email: "emlacerdaf@gmail.com"

tags:

- name: "directory"

description: "Synchronous Pattern"

- name: "hub"

description: "Asynchronous Pattern"

schemes:

- "https"

paths:

/directory/zquery:

get:

tags:

- directory

description: "zquery"

consumes:

- application/json

produces:

- application/json

parameters:

- in: query

name: z

type: string

required: true

description: "zcode"

responses:

200:

description: "z was found in

the base"

schema:

$ref: "#/definitions/

zquery"

204:

description: "z not found"

400:

description: "Bad request"

401:

description: "Request without

certificate"

403:

description: "Certificate not

recognize"

/directory/PendingOperations:

get:

tags:

- directory

description: "Pending-operations

listing operation"

consumes:

- application/json

produces:

- application/json

responses:

200:

description: "Return from

pending-operations"

schema:

$ref: "#/definitions/

PendingOperations"

400:

description: "Bad request"

401:

description: "Request without

certificate"

403:

description: "Unrecognized

certificate"

/directory/operation-resend:

get:

tags:

- directory

description: "Operation resubmit

request pending-operation"

consumes:

- application/json

produces:

- application/json

parameters:

- in: query

name: tcn

type: string

required: true

description: "TCN code"

responses:

202:

description: "Accepted"

400:
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description: "Bad request"

401:

description: "Request without

certificate"

403:

description: "Unrecognized

certificate"

/directory/idn-list:

get:

tags:

- directory

description: "IDN list"

consumes:

- application/json

produces:

- application/json

parameters:

- in: query

name: startDate

type: integer

description: "UNIX Timestamp

UTC"

- in: query

name: endDate

description: "UNIX Timestamp

UTC"

type: integer

responses:

200:

description: "OK"

schema:

$ref: "#/definitions

/IdnList"

400:

description: "Bad request"

401:

description: "Request without

certificate"

403:

description: "Unrecognized

certificate"

/hub:

post:

tags:

- Hub

description: "Hub operations"

consumes:

- application/xml

- application/octet-stream

produces:

- application/json

parameters:

- in: body

name: NIST

description: ANSI/NIST

transaction

schema:

type: object

example:

responses:

202:

description: "Accepted"

400:

description: "Bad request"

schema:

$ref: "#/definitions

/HubError"

401:

description: "Request without

certificate"

403:

description: "Unrecognized

certificate"

definitions:

ZQuery:

type: object

properties:

idn:

type: string

example: "IDN code"

timestamp:

type: integer

example: 1234567890123

exists:

type: string

example: "TRUE or FALSE"

t_14_013_1:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_2:

type: string

example: "TCorresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_3:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_4:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_5:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_6:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or
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blanck"

t_14_013_7:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_8:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_9:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_14_013_10:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

t_10:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN or

blanck"

PendingOperations:

type: object

properties:

pendingOperationsList:

type: array

maxItems: 1000

items:

type: string

example:

- "IDN of the pending

transaction, TCN of the pending

transaction"

- "IDN of the pending

transaction, TCN of the pending

transaction"

idnList:

type: array

items:

properties:

idn:

type: string

example: ""

timestamp:

type: integer

example: 1234567890123

t_14_013_1:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_2:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_3:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_4:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_5:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_6:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_7:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_8:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_9:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_14_013_10:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

t_10:

type: string

example: "Corresponding TCN

or blanck"

HubError:

type: object

properties:

errorCode:

type: integer

example: 999

errorMessage:

type: string

example: "error"
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